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Hornsby Technical College, one of those neat crisp 
with-it schools which the N.S.W. Government Archi-
tects (with private archts) do so well. This one, com-
pleted early 1967 with E. H. Farmer (N.S.W. Govt. 
Archt.) and Collard, Clarke & Jackson, joint architects. 
Builder C. H. Webb Bros. Pty. Ltd. And below, two 
others, with the same sense of purpose, quality and 
the makings of a fine tradition Ryde High School (top 
photo), Michael Dysart archt of N.S.W. Govt Archt's 
Dept., and Philip Baxter College (lower photo) U of 
N.S.W., Peter Hall archt (before he left for that other 
job), also designed in this excellent public office. Both 
these jobs not so terribly recent, but previously un-
deservedly missed by C-S. Note the separate roof 
skylights running contrariwise to the simple skillion 
roof — a device we'll see plenty more of, it's that 
Tourette-touch that lifts the vernacular out of itself. 
Its pitch is going to get steeper, its size larger, until 
finally, it becomes the whole building? 

February 1, 1968. 

¶ An important publication quietly appeared late last 
year: "High Living—A Study of Family Life in Flats" 
by Anne Stevenson, Elaine Martin and Judith O'Neill 
(M.U.P. $2.75); the result of social workers' surveys 
into the attitudes and experiences of low-income Mel-
bourne families living in high density flats built by the 
Housing Commission of Victoria, in particular, at the 
Hotham Estate, North Melbourne. Architects have criti-
cised H.C. flats, mostly on the score of their appear-
ance, but also, rather vaguely and without recourse to 
any reliable data, on sociological grounds. "High 
Living" provides a first feedback of some of the data 
which is necessary before we can speak with any 
firm confidence about what present high-rise flats do 
to the lives of people within them, and eventually, what 
our criteria might be for designing future high-rise 
accommodation. This book is therefore a most valu-
able document and all architects should read it. A 
warning however—the authors of course point out 
that the survey is of a particular sample, in a particular 
place, and that this is insufficient evidence upon which 
to make generalisations for application in different 
situations. If the R.A.I.A. did nothing else but insist to 
Federal State authorities that in all important public 
buildings and especially housing, this kind of con-
sumer survey be as automatic a follow-up as the main-
tenance period, then it would be making a great and 
profound contribution to the architectural profession 
and the community. 
With the number of scholarships and awards that are 
now made available through the generosity of building 
materials businesses, surely at least one could be 
diverted for practical and direct use at home, e.g. by 
an architect working with a social survey team or doing 
research on social workers' reports. Better than a 
quick flip around the world on a "fact-finding 
mission?" 
Suppose, for instance, someone had visited the U.K. a 
few years ago and discovered that for public housing, 
walk-up flats four floors high were very popular. In 
Australia the "expert" opinion is adopted, but modi-
fied to suit (1) a preconceived dogma: keep the ground 
free by lifting the blocks on stilts, (2) give the locals 
the laundries they want but on the top floor; we would 
then have four levels of accommodation true, but five 
floor to floor flights of stairs to wear out the ground-
visiting clean-minded housewives. In the English pre-
cedent, the four floors composed of two maisonettes, 
the lower with access at ground level, the front door 
of the upper only two flights from the ground, was a 
different kettle of fish altogether. (But Australians seem 
not to prefer maisonettes). This hypothetical case 
could have led to the walk-up flats at Hotham estate, 
which happen to fit the above description. Naturally, 
as reported in "High Living", inhabitants of the twenty-
storey lift-served block at the Hotham Estate seemed 
to have fewer complaints than inhabitants of the walk-
up flats. The difference in popularity was obvious 
before the survey was made, and could have led to 
the Commission's decision, in 1965, to build no more 
walk-up blocks in high-density estates but to prefer 
high-rise, above twelve storeys. The failure, if such it 
was, of the walk-ups, could be attributed, not to a 
faulty social premise about their desirability, but to a 
design interpretation of the premise for local circum-
stances which negated the original theory: easy walk-
ing access to the ground and to communal facilities. 
Note how often we must say "may" or "seemed", for 
this is a hypothetical case with the motives and results 
unproven. The facts that we must find for Australia, 
are under our own noses. Why always go overseas to 
sniff in somebody else's backyard? Nothing smells 
worse than a brain drain. 
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Administration building for Philip Morris, Moorabbin, 
archts. Whitford and Peck. On the entrance facade, 
south, window openings are relatively small hole-in-
the-wall voids, with a circumspect arched entry. On the 
west, post-tensioned precast concrete sunbreakers are 
carefully detailed with recessed joints at horizontal-
vertical junctions, and grooved midway along edge 
thicknesses and neoprene gasket glazing — details 
which effectively lighten an elevation which would 
otherwise have been bulky. 
¶ C-S wishes to acknowledge that the National Mutual 
Centre mentioned in the Gold Medal award report 
(C-S No. 182, Dec. '67) was designed by National 
Mutual Centre Architects comprising Principals and 
staff from Godfrey & Spowers, Hughes, Mewton and 
Lobb and Leith & Bartlett Pty. Ltd. 
¶ In the December '67 issue of C-S (No. 182) Civil & 
Civic Pty. Ltd. were incorrectly credited as builders of 
Melbourne's new Customs House. Builders were K. G. 
Hooker Pty. Ltd. 

The 1967 copper industry scholarship has been 
awarded to Melbourne architect Mr. R. J. Bonaldi. On 
his return from overseas Mr. Bonaldi will submit to the 
R.A.I.A. his study on fundamental principles of building 
legislation. 
If New architectural series from various publishers — 
Dutton Vista Picturebacks include "Modern Houses of 
the World" $1.10 and "Great Modern Architecture" 
$1.35 by Sherban Cantacuzino; "Modern Churches of 
the World" by Robert Maguire and Keith Murray $1.10, 
"Modern Furniture" $1.35 by Ella Moody, and from 
Studio Vista, London, "Architecture and Action" by 
Peter Cook $1.60, this last being by the editor of the 
avant garde English architectural annual "Archigram". 
Cook begins with the sentence "Architecture can be 
gauged by three criteria: performance, identity and 
economy of means but quickly leaves these and talks 
a lot about style and styling. In fact he often seems 
about to consolidate a statement or dictum when he 
slides off on another track. This makes reading diffi-
cult, but the book is worth the effort, not the least 
for its remarkable juxtaposition of illustrations of clas-
sical modern, expressionist, futurist and technocratic 
architecture. "Modern Furniture" is a rather light-
hearted history of the field, with good illustrations and 
a text that is witty and perceptive. 
"Modern Houses" and "Great Modern Architecture" 
are scissors and paste jobs, apparently put together 
for readers with little knowledge and no understanding 
of architecture. Because of the (rather poor) illustra-
tions they contain together with some factual text, the 
books are not without value, but Cantacuzino is adept 
at the fatuous statement, e.g. "Time has proved the 
visionary quality in Le Corbusier's work to have been 
prophetic" and "The Serene calm experienced at this 
point in Park Avenue (the Seagram forecourt) marks 
the triumph of spiritual over material values". 
"Modern Churches" is the best of the series. A crisp 
and definite statement of approach introduces the col-
lection of illustrated examples, each of which is given 
analytical and unusually objective appraisal. It is a 
real book about real architecture. 
¶ Four new Design Centre Publications U.K. are 
"Living Rooms" by Mary and Neville Ward, "Bed-
rooms" by Dorothy Meade, "Storage" by Geoffrey 
Solman, and "For Children" by Claire Rayner ($1.15 
each). Very seductively produced, with lavishly col-
oured covers, they are nevertheless not mind-
stretchers but more reminder-type books, to be 
scanned lightly for common sense and, a modicum of 
stimulation and a little envy at the range of sophisti-
cated furniture and equipment that is available in 
Britain! 
¶ Penguin books have begun a series "The Architect 
and Society"; their aim "to present the great archi-
tects of the world in their social and cultural environ-
ments" and two titles "Inigo Jones" by John Summer-
son ($1.90) and "Palladio" by James S. Ackerman, are 
examples of architectural literature at its best. Suc-
cinct, scholarly, absorbing writing from authors so 
sure of their subject they need give themselves no 
superfluous airs. 
If The 1967 Canberra Medallion of the R.A.I.A. has 
been awarded for the Commonwealth Club, Yarra-
lumla. Architects: Fowell, Mansfield, Jarvis and Mac-
lurcan, of Sydney. 
¶ The Sydney representative of Tezuba Kosan Co. Ltd. 
of Tokyo has released details of his firm's latest build-
ing product—building blocks of compressed house-
hold garbage. 
¶ The 1967 W.A. $3,000 Clay Brick Award has been 
given to architect G. R. Nicol for the design of the 
South Fremantle High School. 
¶ The 1967 Home of the Year in W.A. was awarded to 
architect Roger Johnson. 
¶ The N.S.W. State Planning Authority has released its 
"Sydney Harbour Foreshore Study". It recommends 
the urgent development of policies which will preserve 
the "unique visual and recreational assets" of the fore-
shores and for policies which will provide the public 
with greater access to them. The Authority, local coun-
cils and government will confer during the year to 
frame policies. 
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As a comparison to the public work on page 1 illus-
trated is private work for a private girls' school — 
S.C.E.G.S., Darlinghurst, N.S.W. The available site was 
awkwardly shaped and restricting, but the architects 
Rogers and Coward have produced a vibrantly tex-
tured block which gives order by sheer dominance. 

At Kenmore, Joe Turnbull, final year student at the 
U. of Q., has designed and built for himself a house 
capping the tropical Queensland vernacular. The ele-
vated living and bedroom floor, supported by sawn 
hardwood columns on awkward chunky concrete 
blocks and entrance core, is delicately articulated in 
flat asbestos sheet with an Italianate placed strip of 
adjusted louvre window beneath a generous eave. The 
roof and attic study funnel is sheathed in 'Alcan' 
roofing. A timber bridge with schoolground railings 
and posts with infill mild steel mesh gives access to 
the quarters while at ground level there is sheltered 
parking space for two cars or more from a lower street. 
The response to climate is realised with strength and 
grace. 
¶ The Dean of the Faculty of Architecture at the 
University of Western Australia, Mr. R. K. Johnson, has 
been appointed Director of Architecture of the NCDC. 

Third and fourth year Arch. students at Sydney Uni-
versity, under senior lecturer Norman Edwards, pre-
pared four group schemes for a public exhibition 
"Kings Cross—Tomorrow Now", which lasted ten 
days, was seen by 50,000 people, 12,500 of whom 
voted on the scheme they liked best, and 5,500 of 
whom wrote (requested) comments. The vote-catcher 
(9 out of 10) proposed converting Darlinghurst Road 
(the main "strip"), into a pedestrian mall, with trees 
and fountains and all, and a retention of present 
flavour by the preservation and restoration of certain 
historic buildings (top photo). The schemes ranged 
from the prosaic to elaborate, e.g. glass and steel 
vaults over Darlinghurst Road, with mono-rail to park-
ing stations (centre photo). A well-mounted exhibit, 
with crisp graphics (bottom photo), a good effort at 
public interest and education. 

If A $7 million contract for a new wholesale fruit and 
vegetable market, Footscray Rd., has been let by the 
Melbourne City Council to builders E. A. Watts. 
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dial dunlop! 
Don't waste precious time trying to fathom out 
flooring problems — let the Dunlop Flooring Ser-
vice come to your rescue! Dunlop's team of 
specialists never get out of their depth when it 
comes to flooring matters. So when your next job 
reaches the flooring stage — dive for the telephone 
and dial Dunlop — they'll come up with the right 
answers on smooth surface flooring — fast! 

DUNLOPILLO PTY. LTD. 
FLOORING DEPARTMENT 

Melb.: 96 Flinders Street, 3000 	 630311 
Syd.: 185 Canterbury Rd., Bankstown, 2200 70 0231 
Bris.: Precision St., Salisbury North, 4107 471691 

Adel.: 412 Main North East Rd., Windsor 
Gardens, 5087 	 61 3611 

Perth: 424 Murray Street, 6000 	 21 8141 
Hobart: 179-191 Murray Street, 7000 	3 3515 
Launceston: 328 Invermay Road, 7250 	60261 

DUNLOP FLOORING SERVICE 
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